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Abstract 

Language is central to the way people learn about the natural world. A salient concern of the biodiversity conservation arena has been 
to understand how language can be employed by scientists to communicate knowledge to nonexpert audiences and build ecological 
literacy. The use of analogy and narrative by scientists are prominent techniques. In this article, we consider how these two modes 
of language-based reasoning extend into ordinary conversational language use by the public, specifically when articulating everyday 
understanding and experiences of biodiversity. Drawing on a process of public engagement in a UK woodland environment, a typological 
framework based on principles of analogical and narrative reasoning is developed to characterize the precise character of processes 
of everyday biodiversity sense making. The implications of the framework are discussed in the context of future biodiversity research, 
particularly its participatory and educational dimensions. 
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and household units, and as citizens and members of commu- 
nities. Indeed, when scientists write of effective communication, 
they are tacitly recognizing the social power invested in words 
(Weil 2020 ). 

There are two prominent, often connected, ways in which 
language-based reasoning is used to build understanding of sci- 
entific knowledge among wider audiences; however, both of these 
have been subject to critique. First, scientists frequently draw 

on analogies to help people make sense of nature, using fig- 
urative language to build understanding through comparison 
(Dunbar 2000 , Brown 2003 ). Researchers have specifically exam- 
ined the analogical dimensions of popular and public-facing sci- 
ence and policy discourse on the environment, especially the 
use of metaphors. For example, biodiversity declines have been 
likened to the conflagration of the Great Library at Alexandria 
(Sayre 2017 ) or a bioholocaust (Valiverronen and Hellsten 2002 ) . 
Such metaphors exert their influence culturally but can be out 
of step with prevailing scientific wisdoms or can obscure scien- 
tific nuance and complexity (Ball 2011 , Larson 2011 , Olson et al. 
2019 ). For instance, Ladle and Gillson (2009 ) explained how sci- 
ence has increasingly asserted a flux of nature metaphor to char- 
acterize ecosystem dynamics, one distinct from the more estab- 
lished and popularized idea of a balance of nature. As Trudgill 
(2001 ) argued, metaphor choice is not only culturally significant 
but deeply value laden and, therefore, open to ethical interroga- 
tion . In this vein, recent work in the field of invasion biology has 
highlighted the way that militaristic metaphors (e.g., a war on in- 
vasive species) shape wider perceptions of scientific research and 
researchers often negatively—for example, implying a xenopho- 
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anguage is fundamental to the process of human cognition
Berwick et al. 2013 , Lupyan 2016 ), so it follows that language pro-
ides one essential basis from which reasoning and sense mak-
ng about the natural world occurs. It is through language that
eople’s experiences of nature are processed and represented in
houghts, and knowledge of nature is constructed and commu-
icated. Understanding how people reason about nature through
anguage can therefore provide insight into the way learning in the
iodiversity conservation arena occurs and how learning environ-
ents might be enabled to excite interest, captivate imaginations,
nd inspire commitments and action. 
Much of the scholarly interest in language-based reasoning

mong biodiversity conservationists is in the practices of experts.
ost notably, the formal properties of language and its various
ontexts in scientific and everyday use are subject to concerted—
lthough implicit—attention and scrutiny in the design and eval-
ation of science communication strategies as part of broader ef-
orts to deepen ecological literacy across civil society (Novacek
008 , Kahan 2010 , Bickford et al. 2012 ). From this vantage point,
anguage is more than just a mechanism to describe a ready-
ade world. It is a sense-making process that frames and con-
tructs perceptions of nature, shapes values and beliefs about
t, and drives environmental behaviors. How language is crafted
nd used is therefore a key concern of the scientist (Kueffer and
arson 2014 ), because it potentially serves to ground abstract
nowledge in discourses that resonate across civil society and
nables people to think and act in desirable ways depending on
he role or identity they are assuming—that is, as leaders and
ecision-makers, as consumers and economic agents, as families
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ic stance (Larson 2005 , Herbers 2007 , Taylor and Dewsbury 2018 ,
anovsky and Larson 2019 ). This has led to calls for responsible
etaphor management as fields of scientific knowledge integrate

nto policy, practice, and civil society, recognizing that language
hoices matter and necessitate reflection (Verbrugge et al. 2016 ,
ohl et al. 2020 ). 
Second, language is used to build understanding of scientific

nowledge through the enactment of narrative, with many ana-
ogical devices themselves dependent on a larger narrative frame.
or instance, the metaphoric power of appeals to the conflagra-
ion of the Great Library at Alexandria is drawn from the recount-
ng of events that form a wider historical narrative. From the oral
ransmission of ancestral sacred stories about land and environ-
ent in the aboriginal cultures of Australia (Chatwin 1987 ) to the
arables of nature in the nineteenth century gothic horror novel
Hammond 2004 ), sources and forms of narrative are, of course,
ultiple and diverse within environmental discourse and are im-
ortant repositories of cultural knowledge. Narrative-based sci-
nce communication provides a further venue for this univer-
al human practice, an enduring feature of which is to construct
ausally connected sequences of events from which a substantive
cientific dilemma or conflict can be addressed and, to varying ex-
ents, resolved (Cobley 2013 ). 
Crucial to the practice of storytelling, the process of narra-

ive construction is viewed by communication scholars as a dy-
amic tool by which the complexities of scientific information
an be rendered meaningful across diverse audiences (Rowcliffe
004 , NASEM 2017 ). This dissemination model of narrative can be
nderstood to reflect the Western and Eurocentric provenance
f science communication, implicitly reinforcing problematic dis-
inctions between knowledge and storytelling not found in other
ultural and historical contexts (Orthia 2020 ) . As such, research
as shown the way different narrative techniques, such as plot de-
ign, causation, and characterization, can be interpreted as forms
f persuasion—that is, promoting acceptance of particular ideas,
o the extent that storytelling has “a bad reputation within sci-
nce” (Dahlstrom 2014 : 13,614). Although the narration of science
ay well excite the interest and attention of nonexpert audiences,
arrative can be viewed as partial and nonobjective, creating a
aradox for scientific researchers—namely, “How can science pre-
erve its credibility as curator of knowledge while engaging audi-
nces with a communication format that is agnostic to truth?”
Dahlstrom and Scheufele 2018 ). 
Overall, the implication is that although practices of analogical

r narrative-based reasoning invite lay audiences to find greater
eaning in scientific knowledge, these techniques are also tools

o influence and popularize, potentially coming at the cost of
ppreciating the deeper complexities and ambiguities of scien-
ific knowledge production and, at their worst, practices tanta-
ount to propagating fictitiousness, lies, and falsity within sci-
ntific practice. For Kueffer and Larson (2014 : 719), this situation
as symptomatic of an increasingly competitive and congested
arketplace for ideas, such that scientists now find themselves

nclined—if not compelled—to adopt marketing-inspired strate-
ies “to get their message across.”
However, such discrepancies between scientific practice and

anguage-based reasoning can be overstated. Analogy and narra-
ive are not only tools for curating and communicating knowl-
dge but are also epistemic devices for producing, organizing,
nd advancing knowledge, a point well established in the study
nd valorization of alternative knowledge systems (Varghese and
rawford 2021 ) but also in accounts of scientific practice itself
Kuhn 1979 , Raymond et al. 2013 , Morgan et al. 2022 ). As such, the
ssue is not how to protect science from the apparently distorting
ffects of these modes of reasoning but, rather, how to recognize
nd harness them as critical resources for learning, experimenta-
ion, and collaboration among those without scientific training or
nterest in the products of scientific knowledge production. Or to
ut this another way, through the enactment of analogical or nar-
ative reasoning, we are provided with two crucial ways in which
xpert and lay learning about nature converge. 
In the present article, we wish to counterpoint this scholarly

mphasis on experts with a focus on conversational language—
hat is, on language expressed through ordinary lived experience.
uilding from the assumption that language is a sense-making
rocess from which phenomena in the natural environment are
nvested with meaning and significance, we specifically explore
ow the features and attributes of biodiversity make sense to peo-
le through these processes of analogical- and narrative-based
easoning and the generalizable elements of those reasoning pro-
esses that may have utility for biodiversity education and biodi-
ersity conservation. 
In pursuing these goals, we follow the long-standing interest of

nvironmental scholars in understanding the role of alternative
nowledge systems—variously described as traditional , lay , indige-
ous, and local —in contextualizing, informing, and indeed some-
imes disrupting scientific wisdom about and framing of environ-
ental phenomena (Johnson et al. 2016 , Lam et al. 2020 ). We also

ollow the concerns of the divergent field of ecolinguistics, where
he broad focus is to understand language use not only as a prop-
rty of living systems but as an agent of everyday discourse with
eal environmental effects (Chen 2016 ). A key preoccupation of
his field is to employ critical discourse analysis to understand
ow everyday communication, in a variety of linguistic manifes-
ations (e.g., the popular media, policy discourse), shapes and re-
nforces the “stories we live by” (Stibbe 2015 : 183). One distin-
uishing concern of this scholarship is to critique and transform
he linguistic basis of discourses that subtly feed environmental
egradation. However, in this study, our interest is not in passing
ritical judgement on the normative content of ordinary language
se. Rather, we attend to the contours and patterns of the more
apricious and idiosyncratic qualities of language, so as to better
nderstand the way it holds together people’s values, knowledge,
nd assumptions about biodiversity. 
We do so thorough a large-scale participatory research process

onducted with a diverse public living in England, Scotland, and
ales. Through the analysis and coding of qualitative data from
 series of workshop discussions centered on woodlands, we de-
elop a typological framework that characterizes and exempli-
es the analogy- and narrative-based reasoning recurring in con-
ersations about biodiversity attributes. The implications of the
ramework are discussed in the context of future research in the
iodiversity conservation arena, particularly its participatory and
ducational dimensions. 

xploring language use 

e held four 2.5-day public workshops during 2019 across the cal-
ndar year to encompass seasonal interactions with biodiversity.
verall, we had 194 participants (February, n = 50; April, n = 46;
une, n = 50; October, n = 48), representing 485 person days. The
articipants were recruited by a social research agency to maxi-
ize the diversity of perspectives. The individuals were recruited

rom both rural ( n = 62) and urban ( n = 132) areas across Britain
England, n = 173; Scotland, n = 11; Wales, n = 10). They varied in
ge (18–29 years, n = 59; 30–59 years, n = 70; more than 60 years,
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 = 59; prefer not to say, n = 6), gender (male, n = 90; female, n =
03; prefer to say, n = 1), ethnicity (White British, n = 131; other
thnicities, n = 60; prefer to say, n = 3) and social grade (AB—
igher and intermediate managerial, administrative and profes-
ional occupations, n = 56; C1—supervisory, clerical, and junior
anagerial, administrative and professional occupations, n = 58;
2—skilled manual occupations, n = 42; DE—semi-skilled and un-
killed manual occupations; unemployed and lowest grade occu-
ations, n = 38). The workshops were delivered in central England
o maximize their accessibility from all regions and followed a
ommon process design. The workshops were held at weekends,
ith participation incentivized by financially compensating the
articipants for their time in order to reduce the risk of recruit-
ent failure across hard to reach social cohorts. To avoid recruit-
ent of self-selecting participants (e.g., nature enthusiasts, en-
ironmentalists), background information on the workshops was
trictly limited to include information about its broad purpose
i.e., a research workshop led by a university) and approach (i.e.,
hat participation would involve spending time outside). 
During the workshops, an emphasis was placed on learning

rom the participants about their general reactions to and inter-
ctions with British woodlands, as opposed to priming the par-
icipants with information about woodlands provided by experts
nd specialists. Each workshop involved a combination of indoor
nd outdoor activities, delivered under different levels of direc-
ion. The participants were told that the project was focused on
earning about public perceptions of woodlands and the animals,
lants, and fungi found within them. The participants were di-
ided into five groups, which they remained within for the course
f the workshop. They were supported in their activities by a group
acilitator, who clarified instructions and structured the discus-
ion, and a technical assistant, who managed the recording of
ata. 
The data were gathered using two techniques. First, they were

athered in group-based discussions, after visits to a broadleaved
nd a mixed woodland, where the participants were asked to pay
ttention to what they noticed about these environments and to
ake a written record of some of the things they encountered in

erms of smell, texture, color, sound, and shape. Working alone,
he participants were instructed to note their initial reactions—
ikes and dislikes—to what they observed. Alongside use of their
ersonal phones, the participants were provided with access to in-
tant cameras to record any attributes of interest as photographs.
hese materials were then used as resources for participant recall
n a 1-hour group discussion, led by the facilitator, who prompted
he participants to describe and explain in their own words what
hey had noticed. Overall, this process produced approximately 60
ours of group discussion. 
Second, the data were collected using image-based Q method-

logy to explore preferences for encountering woodland species
see Austen et al. 2021 for more detail). The participants were pre-
ented with four image sets to stimulate responses: vertebrates
 n = 32 species images), invertebrates ( n = 43), trees ( n = 32), and
nderstory plants and fungi ( n = 32). The invertebrate image set
as larger to capture the range of diversity within this taxonomic
roup. The images were presented on A5 cards against a blank,
hite background to minimize the influence of context and artis-
ic style. The images were selected to embody a diverse mixture
f biodiversity attributes, including colors, morphologies, textures,
ounds, smells, and behaviors. All of the species were associated
ith the British woodland and represented species found in dif-
erent woodland layers (e.g., understory, canopy), active at differ-
nt times (e.g., diurnal, nocturnal), and linked with ecosystem ser-
vices (e.g., food provision, pollination, cultural significance). Indi-
vidual and group discussions were focused on the thoughts and
reactions to the species and their attributes. Overall, this process
produced approximately 80 hours of discussion, the transcripts of
which were uploaded to NVivo (version 12). 

During the workshops, the participants were never instructed
to interpret and represent their thoughts about woodland bio-
diversity in analogical or narrative terms. The focus was on
what, how, and why people notice biodiversity in woodlands, par-
ticularly in terms of what they are drawn to and like or dis-
like. The presence of analogies and narratives in the partici-
pants’ understanding of biodiversity was noted informally by
the research team during the data collection phase but did not
feature within our initial approach to coding qualitative data,
which followed what Braun and colleagues (2018 ) term a code-
book approach to thematic analysis. In the present study, the data
were organized deductively according to different dimensions of
human–biodiversity interaction, such as biodiversity attributes
(e.g., shapes, colors, behaviors), time (e.g., day, night, season), and
well-being (e.g., physical, emotional, cognitive). The final code-
book acted as both a set of guidelines by which the text was coded
by the research team and a mitigation tool against ambiguity be-
cause each code had accompanying descriptions and text exam-
ples. The salience of analogies and narrative as themes of poten-
tial analysis emerged as the team reviewed the data across these
a priori codes. At this stage in the process, several members of the
research team noted examples of conversational language that
were evidently striking or evocative in their description of bio-
diversity attributes (e.g., humorous, touching). We consequently
searched systemically for all examples of analogies and narra-
tives, grouping and regrouping these into subthemes to form the
general framework we describe below. In other words, our specific
interest and focus on analogies and narrative emerged reflexively
and interpretatively as the cycle of coding, analysis, and theme
development iterated (Braun and Clarke 2006 ). 

Analogical reasoning about biodiversity 

attributes 
Varied comparative devices were used by the participants to spec-
ulate, explore, and learn about attributes of biodiversity. These in-
cluded implied and indirect forms of comparison, as in the fre-
quent use of metaphors (i.e., A is B). Direct comparisons were also
made, either simply stated, as in the use of similes (e.g., C is like
D), or more elaborate analogies with an evident explanatory basis
(e.g., A is to B, what C is to D). 

In cognitive terms, this analogical reasoning process is based
on analyzing the similarities between two domains—a source and
a target. In essence, the source domain provides the basis for the
analogy. It is a domain of knowledge, understanding, and familiar-
ity used to make sense of the target domain, a domain of doubt
and uncertainty (Holyoak and Thagard 1996 ). In this study, biodi-
versity attributes represent the target domain. They are the ob-
jects of analogical reasoning. 

Overall, we found that the participants drew on a diverse repos-
itory of everyday social and cultural references to build inferences
about the natural world. Our research identified 12 configura-
tions of language that act as source domains in the biodiversity
sense-making process (figure 1 , supplemental table S1). For ex-
ample, the wood that protrudes from a tree was a squirrel’s “din-
ing table” (analogical domain [AD] 1), the nut in the spiky green
shell of the horse chestnut tree ( Aesculus hippocastanum ) was a
“Kinder Egg” (a children’s confectionary brand) and a “Happy Meal”

https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/biosci/biae014#supplementary-data
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Figure 1. An overview of the 12 analogical domains of biodiversity sense making revealed in the participatory workshops. Each domain represents a 
repository of everyday social and cultural meaning (source domain) from which inferences about the natural world are created (target domain). For 
example, under the analogical domain of clocks and timepieces, the phrase nature’s alarm clock is the source domain for the target domain of the dawn 
chorus. Likewise, under the analogical domain of animal bodies, the word elephant is the source domain for the target domain of tree bark. 
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a children’s fast food brand; AD2); the tawny owl ( Strix aluco ) had
he appearance of a “loaf of bread” (AD3); the dawn chorus was
mother nature’s alarm clock” (AD4); the texture of the tree re-
embled the “skin of an elephant” (AD5); the woodland was like
 “cathedral” (AD6); the vertical lines of the silver birch tree ( Be-
ula pendula ) resembled “soldiers” (AD7); the fly agaric mushroom
 Amanita muscaria ) was “channeling some Super Mario vibes” (a
omputer gaming franchise; AD8); the mushrooms had “fairies”
eneath them (AD9); the oak tree ( Quercus robur ) was an “English
ountryside outline” (AD10); the holly ( Ilex aquifolium ) was “very
hristmassy” (AD11); and the sounds of the trees were like “waves
rashing” (AD12). 
The specific examples that define these analogical domains are

erhaps less important than what they indicate about how peo-
le give meaning, significance, and value to perceptually abstract,
artially noticed, and, in some instances, poorly understood nat-
ral phenomena. A key finding is that this mode of reasoning in-
olved four key sense-making processes that cut across the 12
nalogical domains. 
First, it involves evaluations of ecological quality being made.

or example, when the woodland understory was described as
like a carpet” (AD1), it was a positive evaluative statement, based
n an aesthetic judgment. When likened to a “fantastic Axmin-
ter carpet” (a brand of carpet synonymous with artisanship and
uxury), judgments of ecological quality were being further em-
owered by appeals to cultural taste. 
Second, it involves understandings of ecosystem processes be-

ng conveyed. For instance, the growth rings of a fallen tree were
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nderstood as “a clock, a timepiece, documenting the life of the
ree” (AD4), whereas the texture of a rotten tree was interpreted as
a bit like when you open a can of tuna. It looks solid, and it looks
ike it will resist you, but when you put weight on it, it all flakes,
nd you realize how weak it is” (AD3). Similarly, a tree shedding
ts bark was interpreted as a metamorphosing process akin to the
Incredible Hulk”—a comic book superhero character—"bursting
ut of his clothes” (AD8). 
Third, it involves wonder and pleasure in nature being ex-

ressed. For example, protective plastic packaging was used
etaphorically to convey the pleasing texture and sound of walk-

ng on leaves in winter: “nature’s bubble wrap” (AD2). The mean-
ng of the “Kinder Egg” and the “Happy Meal” (AD2) with respect
o the spiky green shell of the horse chestnut tree hinged on the
ensation of surprise arising from the small toy found inside. 
Fourth, it involves references to the ecological basis of social

ystems. For instance, metaphors of majesty and grandeur in na-
ure were the basis for assumptions about biodiversity attributes
roviding inspirations for human design and creativity. Therefore,
rees were understood to take on the quality of “Doric columns,”
hereas woodlands exuded the feel of a “Roman forum” or “a
athedral,” informing the practice of biomimicry, because “peo-
le have mimicked those natural shapes and tried to order them
n architecture” (AD6). 

arrative reasoning about attributes of 
iodiversity 

hereas analogy alerts us to reasoning about biodiversity using
arallels and imaginative allusion, narrative provides a founda-
ion of memory and learning through sequences of events. The
reation and recounting of events are the building blocks of sto-
ies, which encompass a range of real and imaginary charac-
ers and worlds. In the present context, stories are understood as
epositories of personal and cultural information that condition,
onvey, and reproduce particular ways of thinking about biodiver-
ity. Our results revealed four types of narrative. 
First, the use of personalized narratives. These were rooted in

he encounter between biodiversity attributes and personal mem-
ry. In this context, biodiversity functions as an event in wider sto-
ies of the self. Microinteractions with nature recounted through
xperiences of childhood feature prominently. These included
mbodied and visceral responses to components of nature. For
nstance, “kicking up” leaves and “climbing” trees were frequently
onnected with affirmative constructions of childhood and family,
uch as recalling a formative nature experience (e.g., berry pick-
ng with grandparents) or reflecting on the active present (e.g., a
arent counting tree rings with his daughter). These narratives
ere personalized versions of a wider and powerful set of cultural
iscourses asserting biodiversity and its various surrogates (e.g.,
ountryside, rurality, and nature) as sites and contexts for an idyl-
ic childhood. 
Second, the use of popular cultural narratives. These indicated

he wider hinterland of cultural stories brought to bear on biodi-
ersity attributes, with reference points in a variety of media and
olk knowledge. Allusions to fairies and fairy kingdoms in relation
o mushrooms (and specifically the fly agaric) provided a way of
mphasizing the cultural allure and fantastical nature of wood-
and environments. These were made with occasional reference to
he mass media and entertainment conglomerate Disney, where
oodlands have featured prominently (e.g., the 1959 animation
f Charles Perrault’s Sleeping Beauty ) , as well as to texts reflecting
ore specific cultural registers (e.g., Colin Dann’s 1979 novel The
Animals of Farthing Wood , which has a UK focus) . These popular
cultural narratives are also notable in the way they invited am-
biguity and nuance in people’s readings of biodiversity. Therefore,
components of woodlands were invested with foreboding in the
context of the genre of horror, vis à vis “The PR [public relations]
that [mushrooms] get—you know, ‘away with the fairies.’ When
you see these fairy stories, little fairies underneath. Magical crea-
tures, something magical that takes you to another dimension.”

Third, the use of management stories. These concerned nar-
ratives of biodiversity arising in the context of wider assumptions
about land and habitat management, the events that have shaped
and that have continued to shape the setting in which human–
biodiversity interactions occur. References to the “manmade” ( sic .),
“constructed,” “managed,” and “ordered” character of the setting
were common. Specific human interactions with attributes of bio-
diversity were noted (e.g., “the low branches of trees had been
taken off”) and explained at various scales for significance, from
management that is intended to prevent accident or injury for vis-
itors (“health and safety”) through to broad characterizations of
economic purpose (“commercial”) and an associated evaluation
of change (“monoculture”). Notably, components of biodiversity
were frequently interpreted as the legacy of historical manage-
ment and shifting demands over time, both within living memory
(“planted after the war”) and across deeper spans of time (“Hun-
dreds of years ago, people would have managed it, wouldn’t they?
Because they needed the wood to live.”). 

Fourth, nature was also constructed as a story in and of it-
self. With nature as the narrative, woodland environments were
rendered meaningful as a setting for an unfolding series of natu-
ral events, propelled by their own forces, most notably expressed
through temporal cycles of growth and decay over seasonal and
generational time (e.g., “It’s the circle of life kind of thing, one tree
is dead but now these other ones are trying to come from that”).
Such cycle-of-life narratives and the sense of drama they evoked
intersected with a wider narrative of people’s place in a living cy-
cle (e.g., “I’ve had death in my family this year and the new life
of young children and old people dying; it’s the whole circle thing,
and it’s there graphically in front of you. It’s just what the tree does
in a year, let alone the rest of the forest”). These appeals to life’s
design were put in conversation with human feelings of insignif-
icance within nature (“the bigger picture”) and the ephemerality
of human life relative to trees (e.g., “It makes me kind of feel a
bit insignificant in a way, because they’re there, and they live be-
yond us!”). The trials and tribulation of ordinary human life were
therefore thrown into perspective: The woodland “has been here
forever, and it will just carry on… The things we stress about, do
they really matter?”

Conclusions 

Analogies and narratives are crucial conceptual resources in the
process of making sense of biodiversity. Ordinary language use
among a diverse public reveals analogies serve to convey assump-
tions about how nature works, assert judgments about ecological
quality, express awe and wonder about processes in nature, and
make wider inferences about the ecological basis of human soci-
eties. These analogical processes are rooted in a wider set of every-
day references that people actively bring to bear on their encoun-
ters with biodiversity, from the aesthetics of carpet to the sounds
of protective plastic packaging. In turn, these sense-making pro-
cesses work in conjunction with a diversity of narratives that link
biodiversity to deeper repositories of personal experience and cul-
tural memory, from affirmative stories of childhood and fantasti-
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al constructions of mass and folklore culture, through to stories
f human management and life itself. When analogies and narra-
ive converge, we are offered powerful glimpses of how attributes
f biodiversity are framed as meaningful and knowable entities.
hese sense-making dynamics are at the very center of immedi-
te and visceral—in a word, relational —nature-based experiences.
It has been suggested that “language must not only be adequate

or environmental scientists but must also be socially adequate
f the goal is to engage diverse groups in environmental research,
ecision-making, and action” (Raymond et al. 2013 : 537). Although
he heuristic, nonexhaustive, and nonprescriptive status of our
ramework and findings must be emphasized, it is notable how a
ocially, culturally, and geographically diverse public builds con-
ersational discourse about biodiversity through a common set of
nalogical and narrative resources. That these resources are en-
bled by the ordinary everyday worlds of junk food, comic book
haracters, and interior decoration tells us something important
bout what it may mean for language to be socially adequate. 
In one respect, it is tempting to speculate that, in our re-

pondents’ choice of analogies, we see reflected a broader alien-
tion of people from nature in late modernity (Hailwood 2015 ),
n evident disconnection or lack that needs correcting (Soga and
aston 2016 ). However, we also contend that these reasoning pro-
esses could equally be viewed as potent reminders of humans’
apacity to engage and connect with the natural world in terms
hat exemplify lived experience. Is this analogical and narrative
endency revealed in contemporary publics so radically different
rom the localized folk taxonomies that have served science so
ell in the naming, identification, and classification of living or-
anisms (Berlin 1973 ) or the songlines used in aboriginal cultures
o sing the land into existence and chart a map through other-
ise unknowable terrain (Chatwin 1987 )? Care has to be taken in
rawing overly simplistic parallels between languages rooted in
eep, stable, and embodied engagements with the natural world
nd the rather more ephemeral signifiers of biodiversity arising
n this study. There is nonetheless the need to understand better
ow processes of biodiversity sense making take shape in the lan-
uage communities and lived realities of everyday publics, be that
s individuals residing in material locales or as consumers sewn
nto deeply liberalized commodity chains. 
It was noted earlier that reference to narrative and analogy ex-

ite interest and concern in equal measure when mapped onto the
orms of scientific practice, with one implication being the need
or scientists to reflect carefully on the framing devices they use.
ut such an evaluative need means little in the context of ordinary
onversational use of language, where sense making draws on any
ultural resources and experience an individual deems necessary
o reason about biodiversity. The question is not to seek the cor-
ect conceptual framework but to use a diversity of these frames
o develop in people the capacity for environmental sense making;
s Bell (2006 : 66) said, “We make most progress—we learn most—
hen we work cooperatively to deliberate and discuss new and
xisting conceptual and metaphorical frameworks and the rela-
ionships among them.”
The focus of Bell’s (2006 ) point is on sense making among envi-

onmental experts, but we suggest that this is true of the sense-
aking process that occurs more broadly between and across ex-
ert and lay discourses of biodiversity. The implicit provocation
f this article is that, if we want to appreciate how people under-
tand and reason about the natural world, and assign it meaning
nd significance to their lives, we must start with the way lan-
uage is put together and used in these ordinary, everyday, and
iverse ways. The framework we have produced was developed in
he context of a diverse British public but points to generic cate-
ories that warrant testing, elaboration, and qualification across
ontrasting and divergent cultural and ecosystem contexts and at
arger spatial scales. There is also potential to extend the analysis
o a consideration of language use across a variety of nonconver-
ational media. Such endeavors would proceed from the assump-
ion that, through attention to language, biodiversity researchers
nd educators can become more fluent in the values, knowledge,
nd assumptions people hold about nature. It is time to reengage
ith what Abram (2006 : 273) described as the “earthy intelligence”
f our words. 
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